Aircraft Maintenance Technician CAT B1/B2 (m/f/d)
Frankfurt / Main (Germany)
SunExpress Deutschland GmbH is looking for an Aircraft Maintenance Technician CAT B1/B2 (m/f/d) to support our team
in Frankfurt am Main.

Your tasks
Carry out scheduled and unscheduled maintenance work on SunExpress Deutschland (SXD) and SunExpress (SXS)
aircraft in compliance with all relevant valid regulations and documentation
Certification (RTS) of the work performed on SXD and SXS aircraft
Perform T/S for defective aircraft systems and do recertification
Dispatching of aircraft with deferred MEL items
Plan workload of the related shift
Coordination with other departments, e.g. MOC, Flight Operations, Technical Supply and Logistics
Instruct, coordinate and control of maintenance work of the aircraft maintenance technicians
CAT A
Reporting to Manager Line Maintenance

Your profile
Completed vocational training and experience as a licensed aircraft maintenance technician (EASA Part-66 CAT B)
Hold a valid EASA Part-66 CAT B license with B737-600/-700/-800/-900 (CFM) rating
Part-147 Lvl. III training B737-600/-700/-800/-900 (CFM) training (theoretical and practical)
HF, EWIS and FTS training
Good German and English speaking and writing skills
Willingness to lead a team
Good computer and analytical skills
Proactively demonstrate safety culture, high attention to detail and quality
Self-motivated and targeted way of working
Willingness to work shifts

About SunExpress Deutschland GmbH
About SunExpress Deutschland GmbH SunExpress is a joint venture between Lufthansa and Turkish Airlines which
offers a total of almost 60 international destinations, in 20 countries, with 1,200 weekly flights. As a holiday specialist,
SunExpress has been offering direct flights to attractive holiday destinations in the Mediterranean, Canary Islands, the
Red Sea and North Africa for almost 30 years. On board their modern Boeing B737-800 aircraft, they meet the needs of

almost nine million passengers annually and provide a comfortable flight experience at a low-cost price. Approximately
4,000 employees of SunExpress ensure this with passion and commitment. Cheap flights, extra services, but also hotels,
transfers or holiday accommodation can be booked at www.sunexpress.com If this is you, please apply online.
If this is you, please apply online.
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